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	Gain a deep understanding of audio practice and theory with this easy-to-read book, illustrated with more than 400 figures and photographs. Using common sense, plain-English explanations and minimal math, author Ethan Winer helps you understand audio at the deepest, most technical level—no engineering degree necessary.


	If you’re an intermediate to advanced recording engineer or audiophile, you already know the basic mechanics of how audio "works." This book will take you beyond that, weaving together audio concepts, theories of aural perception and acoustics, musical instrument physics, and basic electronics and demonstrating their relationships to one another.


	Rather than merely showing you how to use audio devices like equalizers and compressors, Winer explains how they work internally and how they are spec'd and tested.


	With The Audio Expert, you get:


	* Videos and audio examples on the companion website (www.TheAudioExpertBook.com) that help you understand complex topics, such as vibration and resonance


	* Platform agnostic explanations, applying to Windows and Mac operating systems, and to most software and hardware


	* Practical tips, tricks, advice, and lots of myth-busting


	Bonus chapters are currently available on FocalPress.com.


	http://www.focalpress.com/books/audio/the_audio_expert.aspx?terms=Audio+Expert
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MCTS 70-680 Rapid Review: Configuring Windows 7Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		This Rapid Review is designed to help you assess—and complete—your readiness
	
		for MCTS Exam 70-680: Windows 7, Configuring. The Rapid Review series is
	
		intended for exam candidates who already have a solid grasp on the exam objectives
	
		through a combination of experience, skills, and study and could use a...
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Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases XV (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2004
This book provides research communities in Europe and Japan  with an overview of scientific results and experiences achieved using  innovative methods and approaches in computer science and other  disciplines, which have a common interest in understanding and solving  problems on information modelling and knowledge bases, as well as applying  the...
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Territorial Cohesion: The Urban Dimension (The Urban Book Series)Springer, 2019

	This book offers a comprehensive overview of several urban related aspects that are of central importance to successful territorial cohesion processes. In essence, it sheds new light on issues concerning urban polycentrism, functional urban regions, integrated sustainable urban development, and the EU Urban Agenda; and on how they can help to...
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Java Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2018

	
		Quickly gain the insight necessary to address a multitude of Java coding challenges using this succinct reference guide. Short, focused code examples will help you master Java elements such as modules, boxing/unboxing and more.

	
		You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons or witty...
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Alternative Energy DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2006
This book is for people who want to learn about diverse energy sources and technologies without taking a formal course. It can serve as a classroom supplement, tutorial aid, self-teaching guide, or home-schooling text.

As you take this course, you’ll encounter multiple-choice quizzes and a fi nal exam to help you measure your...
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Software Project Management in PracticeAddison Wesley, 2002
We often hear about  software projects that are late, over budget, or unable to satisfy customer  needs. Yet some organizations are able to manage project after project  successfully with desired results. In this book, Pankaj Jalote looks at one such  organization, Infosys...
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